100 Drawings with Dean Nimmer

Materials List
Most of the projects we do in this class emphasize sketching, spontaneity and expanding
your creativity more than focusing on producing finished artworks. To that end, part of
the lab fees for this class will provide you with a variety of basic papers, paints, and
printing inks you need not buy yourself. Note that you won’t need oil paints, stretched
canvas or expensive papers for this class. Try not to overdue bringing extra supplies that
aren’t needed.
Supplies you do need to bring include:
- clipboard and 100 sheets of copy paper for sketching
- a pair of scissors
- one box of 100 clear pushpins
- 2 or 3 large glue sticks
- utility or "Exacto" knife
- black “Sharpie” or “Ad” marker
- 8 oz jar of Acrylic Mat Medium gel or ‘Mod Podge” glue
- portfolio for your artworks (approx. 20” x 30”)
There are two projects that require special materials you do need to bring:
Project 1
Bring at least six different kinds of adhesive tape (i.e. masking tape, duct tape, wrapping
tape etc.) that have different widths and colors for making tape drawings.
Project 2
Around a dozen or so hand-written letters, lists, bills etc. from any time period that we’ll
use for a collage project. You can bring letters found in your attic, at flea markets or thrift
shops and they do not have to be from your own family, friends or relations. These
letters will be cut up and rearranged in a collage, so you shouldn’t bring anything that
has personal valve. You can make photocopies of letters you don’t want to cut up.
You can supplement the supplies we provide with your own materials you enjoy using.
These materials could include: water-based paints, brushes, charcoal, pastels, art
markers, colored pencils and art papers you like working on.
I’m looking forward to meeting you to enjoy making art together!
Best Wishes, Dean

